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Dear Mr. AK,
THANKS FOR CHOOSING
Thanks for choosing http://www.astroconsultants.in/ and trusting us with your query and allowing me to
do the reading on your unique horoscope on the subject of LOVE and ROMANCE.
Please find below the Love & Romance Report for 2 years made especially for you:
Next 2 years [Till September 2014] - an overview of Love & Romance:

Understanding your natal chart:
1. The 7th house stands for spouse, marriage, sexual desires, and general happiness.
2. In your natal chart, the 7th lord SUN is placed in the 8th house, which sorrows, debts, gifts,
unearned or hidden wealth, and same time windfalls like insurance money or -lotteries-legacies
etc.
3. In the 8th house SUN is conjoined with 2 other planets - MARS and VENUS.
4. MARS happens to be 10th lord. This house stands for career, occupation and profession etc.
MARS is also the lord of 3rd house (stamina, courage longevity, communication etc.)
5. VENUS enjoys the lordship of 4th house (domestic happiness, comforts etc.)and 9th house ((Luck,
dharma, religion, journeys, foreign travel, fame, etc).
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6. The 7th house In your natal chart , receives the aspect of SATURN, which is Lagna Lord as well
as the lord of 12th house (bed comforts, losses, expenditure, sexual enjoyment, foreign travels,)
7. In your horoscope, JUPITOR also aspects your 7th house, which has the lordships of 11th house
(gains) and 2nd house (wealth).
8. MERCURY the lord of 5th house (Children, love affairs, intelligence, higher education) is placed in
the 9th house (luck)
9. The 10th house and 4th house are in Rahu – Ketu axis.

ANALYSIS OF EFFECTS OF ALL PLANETS, THEIR COMBINATIONS, DASHA / SUB – DASHA AND
TRANSITS
The current and next 2 years’ Dasha and sub Dashas:
Balance of

Saturn / Rahu

upto

March 2013

Saturn / Jupiter

upto

September 2014 (Mercury sub sub Dasha)

Since June 1996 you are running the Dasha (main period) of SATURN – is placed in the 5th house, which
denotes Children, love affairs, knowledge, skills, intellect, wisdom, intelligence, higher education etc.
SATURN is also joined by with the 6th lord MOON. It is karka for mind, heart, emotions, mother etc.

It is a unique combination which links luck with your profession along with partnership and the role of
siblings / friends in your profession.

In the ensuing lines, we shall see that how this combination unfolds itself in a divine manner during the
sub-dashas.
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March 2013

1. By nature you sensual and passionate for the attention from the opposite sex. You would like to be
admired and praised by the beautiful members of the opposite sex in your circle.
2. You are quite reserved by nature – in mood for mysticism, tantra and are secretive.
3. You will be very gentle, sensitive but not very sociable during this period.
4. You have a sharp an active mind capable of weighing all pros and cons.
5. You would like to have a happy and long life which is dignified and full of comforts. In other words,
you may find yourself getting more interested than enjoying luxuries of life
6. Overall you will be much concerned with enjoying pleasant activities in your daily life.
7. You also will be more concerned with making quick friends as well as changes in your relations with
your friends / loved ones through various methods and means such as, change in your dress sense /
looks.
8. You have a sharp an active mind capable of weighing all pros and cons.
9. Your circle of friends will be limited but close. At times you will have serious differences with them.
10. While you will be more agreeable, happy, and creative, you will also be critical of others, at times
confused, slow or indecisive at times during this period.
11. Emotionally you are by and large stable but at times could experience self - contradictory feelings.
12. There may be possibility that you will have to let go of some of the current / past relationships and
welcome new ones in you life.
13. It also is possible that you will have moments of doubt and indecision. You will be less decisive and
practical, and you will tend to be more influenced by your feelings and emotions.
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14. Trying to correct things and / or in pursuit of happiness / bringing more comfort in a life into your life,
so be careful about overspending.
Saturn / Jupiter

upto

September 2014 (Mercury sub sub Dasha)

1. During this period you will find yourself wanting more stability in your life.
2. You will find yourself enjoying this period thoroughly and in more than one way.
3. This period increases your personal magnetism, causing others to take special interest in you.
You will have opportunities for establishing new romantic relationship or improving it, if already
committed.
4. You will be bestowed with high honors / positions / happiness / higher responsibilities / duties. At
times, others may perceive you to be selfish but on your own you will be more affectionate, skillful
and virtuous.
5. Whatever happens during this period- happens at a large scale. Whether it is responsibilities or
enjoyment of the company or the warmth of romance – it will be larger then normal.
6. There is going to be sex enjoyment besides some kinds of gains from women – it could be in the
form of gifts or important connections to promote your social status or just about enhancement of
social recognition.
7. You will express yourself in a very loving, caring, sweet and affectionate manner.
8. Now you know how to use your charm to gain the approval of society and of the established
institutions with which you deal. It is good time in relation to financial affairs, public relations,
partnerships, social activities, and marriage.
9. Your affections stabilize and mature. Relationships are reinforced and steady, although feelings
are expressed reservedly, formally, or sparingly. A new sense of realism in existing partnerships
comes now.
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10. This is a good time for initiatives and decision making and is often a time of increased activity and
self confidence. You may like to settle down in your relationship, you feel energetic and are
capable of taking decisions with the ability to get a lot done quickly. Sometimes you may deal with
individuals who do not play fairly. Self expression is more important to you now. This period may
stimulate your libidinal energy.
11. Be warned, at times your communication (verbal / non verbal) tends to be not so friendly because
of the ego. Therefore, it needs to be checked and refined. Be very especially polite. This promotes
your self-confidence and boosts your energy.
12. This is a wonderful time for love, as this period brings you new loving feelings and thoughts. You
are tuned into the deeper and finer levels of love now, and are less inclined to be egotistical or
selfish. It is a time of increased sensuality, and this brings a luxurious feeling to your life. You
could have a particularly happy and satisfying experience now. If you chose wisely you will get a
lot of positive feedback about a love relationship now. This will stir up in you a new lease on life
and love.
13. This is a time of balance in the give and take of relationships. Because of this, it is an excellent
time for romantic and sensual relationships. You are both capable of getting what you want from
each other and the union seems especially satisfying.
14. Overall this period is going to be very fortunate.

BEST REGARDS,

SUNDEEP KATARIA
ASTROCONSULTANT
Please Note: All Predictions And Opinion Provided Are Based On The Birth Data Provided By The
Querist. Any Discrepancy Or Doubt About The Birth Details Can Render The Entire Opinion Unreliable.
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